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Zimbabwe: U.S. Campaign
Reflects Imminent
‘‘Rhodesian” Collapse

•Another indication that things are
turning in favor of the guerrillas came
during Smith’s recent public meeting
with white farmers of eastern Rhodesia
in Umtali. “There for the first time,”
writes the Washington Post, “he used

acknowledged a severe shortage of
foreign exchange and commented,

and told them

a day, while foreign investors who can
read the writing on the wall have cut
back on any further commitment.
In late July, North Carolina Senator
Jesse Helms typed by even the Wall
Street Journal as a “time-capsule con-

the term ‘consolidate’
frankly there were too few troops to

the outlying white
all
farmlands.” So far, more than 200
farms are officially listed as “vacant”
and half a dozen farming districts—
several of them within 100 miles of
Salisbury are more or less abandoned
because of the mounting guerrilla

defend
Liberation

News

Service

NEW YORK (LNS)— Despite the recent adherence of some anti-guerrilla
Black leaders to “multi-racial rule,”

Rhodesia’s white

settler

have entered the

to

regime appears
of a

final stages

spiral. And as the thirteenth
anniversary of Ian Smith’s “unilateral
declaration of independence” from

downward

Britain nears,

it is

virtually certain that

the Salisbury regime will not live out
another year, thus bringing 88 years of
western domination to an end.

Last March, Methodist Bishop Abel
Muzorewa, Chief Jeremiah Chirau and
former Zimbabwe African National

Ndabaningi
Sithole agreed to work with Smith. But
that agreement was the regime’s last
card, giving it only a temporary lease

(ZANU)

Union

on

Now,

life.

leader

six

months

later,

the last

minute “internal settlement” formula
no longer seems capable of holding up
this California-sized southern African
.at least not unless it wins
territory.
direct and massive support from the
U.S. and Britain, which have strategic

—

movement

substantial

mineral wealth. In recent weeks, a
desperate drive to win such support has
become the major activity of Smith
and his cronies. Raising the twin terrors of Black rule

and “communist

subversion,” they have tried to muster
enough political leverage to force the

hand of Washington strategists who
are growing ever more wary about increasing the stakes on losing propositions.

And

Smith

&

all

the signs suggest that

Co. are

certified losers.

Beseiged and Beleaguered
Aside from the inherent absurdity of
attempting to win enough Blacks to
enable barely 200,000 whites to
perpetuate white rule over seven
million Blacks, there are a number of
tell-tale signs that demonstrate the
non- viability of Smith’s latest tack;
•In July, fighting was carried within
five miles of

downtown

nation’s capital. In the

Salisbury, the

first

quarter of

Zimbabwe’s guerrilla forces
government soldiers, freed
thousands of Blacks from nine
“keeps” (the settler regime’s “pro-

this year,

killed 345

tected villages”— local version of the
American “strategic hamlets” in Viet
Nam), and downed 10 planes. At a

press

Smith

conference in mid-September,
inadvertently termed these

barbed-wire

villages
stammering a few

enclosed

“prisons,”
seconds for a better word to describe
them.
•In the same month, net white
emigration reached 1,342, while only
231 immigrated, resulting in the biggest
drop in white population since May
after
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us—

hit

war

far the

is

costing over $1.5 million

—
servative” — came only four votes short

of overturning U.S. compliance with
the United Nations ban on trade with

Smith’s Rhodesia. Had Helms’
measure gone through, it might have
extended

considerably

Smith-

the

Muzorewa-Chirau-Sithole government’s lease on life.
Earlier this summer attempts were

from fleeing whites.
•According to U.S.

Bayard Rustin chairman of Social
Democrats, USA, and a long-term
defender of the Viet Nam war to investigate the situation in Rhodesia

financial

nearly 23,000 applications have been entered to withdraw
assets from Rhodesian banks. Even
though the regime limits exit funds to
publications,

only $1500 per family, if these applications are taken to represent 23,000
families then an estimated 40 percent
of the shrinking white population is
preparing to leave and soon.

—

•“We

are having

manpower

finding

more
for

difficulty in

the war,”

a

made

to enlist the support of conser-

vative U.S. labor chief

George Meany.

Meany was persuaded

to

dispatch

—

—

first-hand.

Rustin returned apparently leaning
heavily towards an endorsement of the
Smith-Muzorewa regime, which may

have something to do with
tions to a right-wing

his connec-

Democrat group

itself the “Coalition for a
Democratic Majority” (CDM). In its
appealed to the
own words,

calling

CDM

publica-

Carter Administration to “oppose the
Communist-backed guerrillas in

have as many comrades as we need— ZANU has no manpower problems at all.”
•Perhaps the most glaring giveaway

Rhodesia [and] work instead to encourage and perfect an internal settlement among those who support
democratic— not just ‘majority’—

of Rhodesia’s desperate position came
September when Smith’s application for a visa to visit the U.S. was
left pending. His planned trip, sponsored by right-wing Senator S.I.
Hayakawa (R-Calif.), is seen as a lastditch effort to drum up support for his
“internal settlement” from reactionary

rule.”

spokesperson

Salisbury
recently.

By

tions report,

contrast,

confessed

ZANU

“We

in late

members of

congress.

U.S. Right:
Beating the Drums for Smith
The desperate position of the settler
regime now re-christened a “multiracial government” by people whose
politics normally skate just short of

—

—

Whatever

private

his

sympathies,

Meany avoided an endorsement of
minority rule and refrained from supporting Helms’ measure.
Historical Patterns

The pro-Rhodesian campaign should
come as no surprise, for indeed its proponents have for some time left ample
signs that such an effort was in the offing.

For
editor,

example. National
William F. Buckley

Review’s

— who once

served with the CIA in Mexico under
convicted Watergate conspirator E.

Hunt

— discovered

Bishop

overt racism is reflected in the
headlines of th right-wing U.S. press:

Howard

Killing of Rhodesia— Economic
Sanctions Upheld” (Human Events);
“Give Rhodesia a Chance” (Readers
Digest); “A Sinking Feeling” (Na-

of 1974, when he began to promote the
U.S. -trained clergyman in his

“The

“Compassion in
News and World

Review);
Rhodesia” (U.S.
tional

Muzorewa’ s

virtues as early as the fall

newspaper column,

than Washington and London have
already undertaken.
After economic sanctions banning
U.S.-Rhodesian trade were re-imposed
in the spring of 1977, the Smith regime

$100,000 a year.

of

began to

this

year,

April
foreign

feel the pinch. In

Salisbury’s

Piet

van

der

Pyl,

LIBERA TIONNews Service

the Right.”

role in the suppression of the
war in Malaya in the early

major

liberation

really

“On

The Reader’s Digest article was signed by Robert Thompson, who played a

Report).
Partly the gloom on the right mirrors
the failure of the pro-Rhodesian forces
to generate an even greater degree of
intervention on behalf of Salisbury

minister,

1977.

Until

has

recession

million Blacks to eke out a living on the
most unfertile Ipd! Reports indicate
that the guerrillas are preparing for a
radical land reform where tens of
thousands of landless Black peasants
will be resettled on land expropriated

.

interests in the country’s

countryside.

in the

recently, nearly half of the land was
reserved for 265,000 whites, leaving 6.7

“Economic

mines are closing all over the country.
There are many financial cracks.” So

’50’s,

and who,

just after the 1970 U.S.

invasion of Cambodia, was named
special advisor on counter-insurgency
to President Nixon, at a salary of

Even the
ploy

is

multi-racial

“government”

not new. In 1974, as Portuguese

Mozambique began to crumble
and Europeans began streaming out of
the country. New York Times reporter
Henry Kamm unearthed one Joanna

rule in

Simiao,

who

represented herself as a

October 6, 1978

more...

progressive African strongly in favor
of a “multi-raciar* partnership with
the Portuguese a scheme neither
Lisbon, Washington, nor the Times

—

itself

had championed

until that

mo-

ment. (Subsequently, in connection
with some of her other activities, a
group in the Netherlands charged
Simiao with being a U.S. agent.)

extensive western investments, current67 percent of the world’s

ly controlling

chrome

natural

reserves,

as well as

western claims to determine the future
of Third World countries.

—

(See packets 925-929 for background
information,)

A Nicaraguan Patriot Speaks:
The Beginning of

the

is evident in the Sanpromise to fight Somoza’s
troops on more familiar ground: the
Nicaraguan countryside.

dinistas’

for the Dictatorship

Buckley’s impeccably right-wing Na-

Liberation

confounding

and where a

complacent Kissinger in 1969 assured
the Nixon Administration in a confidential memorandum that the white
regimes in the southern third of Africa
were “there to stay’’— it now appears
only a matter of months before the

guerrillas

win the war

outright.

hacking butter with an
axe,” claims ZANU Secretary General
Edgar Takera. Dispatches from the
fighting zones reflect similar con“It’s

like

“Zimbabwe ‘Potatoes’ Do
Their Work,” reads a headline describfidence.

ing one successfully planted mine-field

operation.

“We

are looking for the

enemy— we no
declares another

longer

ZANU

see

swamped with

points to the

him,”
which
becom-

fighter,

indicates that the countryside

ing

is

guerrillas.

main reason

It

also

for the white

exodus from the countryside and from
Rhodesia as a whole: the heightened
level of both political and military
struggle

by the

guerrillas.

Perhaps a clue to all this can be
found in recently published and oncesecret Rhodesian psychological warfare papers, which shatter any remaining illusions about the chronic instability of the settler regime. Outlining
a campaign to “sell” the internal settlement domestically, the papers reveal
ingrained racist assumptions hardly
likely to strengthen their sales pitch.
Analyzing the “domestic servant”
which in Zimbabwe
target category
includes a number of Black workers
equal to half the total white population
the papers state:
“In many cases they too could listen
to the [proposed] broadcasts [on the internal settlement].
However, the

—

—

message

would

sophisticated

perhaps be too
and there would perhaps

be employers

who might

not be able to
Therefore
leaflets will be distributed to all householders, with a request that they explain the situation to their employees.”
Such patronizing and racist thinking
is hastening the moment the U.S. and
oblige

with the

facilities.

Britain have been striving for more
than two years to avoid the moment
when another colonized people takes
control of its own country through its
own efforts. This will place in jeopardy

—

Page2
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predictions

from decades ago, it is the Zimbabwean guerrillas who are winning.
Where Smith once labeled Zimbabweans “non-starters’’

Castaneda went on to explain that
the class struggle in Nicaragua is taking
on features specific to the Nicaraguan

by Schofield Coryell

tional Review,

(mO)

PARIS (LNS)— Thirty-year-old,
bespectacled Dr.

Miguel Castaneda,

embattled
of
representative
Nicaragua’s Sandinista National
Liberation Front, told an overflowing,
enthusiastic audience of Latin
American exiles and French supporters
in a Paris meeting hall: “It

is

the begin-

ning of the end for Somoza’s dictatorship! The situation in my country is not
one of civil war with numerous factions of the population fighting each
other; rather, it is a dictator’s armed
forces against the entire Nicaraguan
population.”

various Latin American
solidarity committees which sponsored
Castaneda underestimated the interest
which a Sandinista speaking in Paris
would generate. While hundreds listened to Castaneda inside the hall, an

The

equal

number of people

— exiled Latin

sympathizers gathered outside and heard
Castaneda through loudspeakers.
Castaneda is travelling through
Western Europe to win international
backing for the Nicaraguan opposition
struggle. “We are aware of the divisions inside the left on a world scale.
Those divisions are a weakening
agent.
.But the Nicaraguan revolution wants the support of the entire

and

Americans

French

their

—

.

European

“The

left.

danger that threatens
us,” he told the Paris audience, “is
that of U.S. military intervention,
either directly or through mercenaries,
who now operate in other Latin
American countries, countries which
tremble at the example we are setting
by challenging the Somoza dictatorgreat

ship.

“The

dictatorship

we

American imperialism’s
U.S. has kept

Somoza

are fighting
creature.

is

The

supplied with

most murderous, up-to-date
weaponry to use against his own people. But that dictatorship is crumbling
now. The events of recent weeks have
the.

forged a turning point.

by the Nicaraguan Chambers of Commerce and the Nicaraguan Institute for
Development veers toward its seventh
week with 90 percent support by both
the working class and bourgeoisie.
Meanwhile, the shift from defensive to
offensive tactics

End

attract a respectable crowd,’’ admits

Instead,

on

National Guard bunkers, and rutted
roads to thwart Anastasio Somoza
Debayle’s army-police force. Though
the National Guard savagely repressed
these revolts, the general strike called

^^Chimurenga” [Liberation] Nears

But it isn’t working. Even
Muzorewa, who before his pact with
Smith commanded a large and loyal
following, “cannot nowadays seem to

structed makeshift barricades, fired

We are shifting

situation. “All sectors of the population have pitted themselves against the
dictatorship in a broad front of 32

organizations

made up of trade unions,

political parties

ranging from

left

to

center-right, professional associations,

employers’ organizations and the
Catholic Church. The dictatorship is
isolated. The success of the general
strike is evidence of this.”
Explaining its rationale for
cooperating with elements of the

“The
movement must win over to

business class, Castaneda said,
liberation

side the democratic national
bourgeoisie. Otherwise, the bour-

its

be used by U.S. inprop up a regime that could
be called ‘Somoza-ism without
Somoza,’ a dictatorship with another
face, backed by Washington and angeoisie

will

terests to

tagonistic

to the interests of the
Nicaraguan people. This would be a
false solution which would only prolong the agony of war.”

From here, the Sandinistas have few
delusions about the likelihood of the
anti-Somoza bourgeoisie leading wartorn Nicaragua out of its most serious
40 years. In the course of their
the Sandinistas have been
reproached for “opening” themselves
to the opposition bourgeoisie. But all
along they have maintained that the
anti-Somoza bourgeoisie cannot fill the
crisis in

struggle,

political

vacuum

left

by Somoza. Only

the Sandinista Front, which has never

had a formal or de facto

alliance with

the anti-Somoza bourgeoisie, can offer
a viable alternative to the exploited sectors of Nicaragua.

Speaking a few days later at a press
conference in Brussells, Castaneda announced that members of the
Nicaraguan Broad Opposition Front
would set up a provisional government
in the event of Somoza’s downfall. The
Sandinistas would participate in this
government along with all other groups
fighting for an end to the Somoza

from a defensive posture to an offen-

regime.

sive struggle.”

Once in power, says Castaneda, the
program of the provisional government would be ambitious. It would

The

recent events to which
Castaneda refers are the many instances of resistance by Nicaraguans in
Esteli, Chinandega, Leon and Masaya.
All sectors of Nicaraguan society the
poor, the unemployed, the middle
class,

—
women, children and men— con-

LIBERA TION News Service

move

to expropriate the Somoza famiprodigious assets and set up a national army comprised of those forces
which fought against the dictatorly’s

ship.
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public support for the Zim’s workers.
The appeal to “Boycott Zim’s’’ has

SF Restaurant Workers Strike:
“Steak Prices, Hot Dog Wages”

down. With
the busy
downtown Union Square store shut
virtually shut the chain

three

By David Borgen
Liberation News Service

SAN FRANCISCO (LNS)— The
waitress with the picket sign in front of

Zim’s in downtown San Francisco

is

The other
pregnant.
pickets— waitresses, dishwashers and
cooks of the Hotel and Restaurant
months

six

Bartenders Union,
her she should stay at
home and rest. No, she says, without a
contract there’s no maternity leave at
Zim’s and they fired her friend for be-

and

Employess

2— tell

Local

ing pregnant. “I’ll keep picketing until

Zim’s gives us a union contract.’’
This kind of determination on the
picket

has

lines

the

culinary

third

month,

sent

workers strike into

its

forcing Zim’s, San
restaurant chain with

Francisco’s largest
coffee shops,

1 1

three outlets “for
renovations’’ and curtail business
hours at locations around the city. But
close

to

more determination will be
needed to defeat Zim’s union-busting

plenty

and

tactics

achieve

to

union

democracy.

The

workers,

Zim’s

300

predominantly women and Third
World, have not had a contract since
August 1977. At that time Zim’s
owners Steve and Arthur Zimmerman
illegally pulled Zim’s out of the Golden
Gate Restaurant Association (GGRA)
just before the culinary union’s local 2
started contract negotiations with the
association.
One of the major issues of the strike
is wages. Zim’s workers haven’t had a

two and a half

raise in

Zim’s raised

its

years,

though

menu prices on five dif-

same time
period. Buspersons at Zim’s are making the same $22.65 a day they made in
occasions

ferent

1976

when a

in

club sandwich cost $2.45.

Order the club today

The new

costs $4.25.

the

at

Zim’s and

GGRA

it

contract

which Zim’s refuses to honor would
entitle the workers to 6-7 percent wage
increases a year over a 4-year period.

No wonder

the

signs

picket

“Zim’s wants steak

prices

read:

and hot dog

Rank and

File Fight

Back

With 35 years of unruffled relations
with the old union leadership under
Zim’s managers were confident that the workers would never walk
their belt,

One reason for this, according to
rank and file activists, is that union goon
squads intimidated earlier strike efout.

forts.

But

Alliance of

all this

changed when the

Rank and

File

ARF
ARF

member told LNS. “Without
there would never have been a

strike.’’

On
all

August 4, 1978, Zim’s workers
over San Francisco walked out and

up picket lines. That was surprise
number 1 for the Zimmermans. Surprise number 2 was the tremendous
set
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trade-

for “renovations,’’ other outlets
are limping along with severely curtailed hours and a loss of 85 to 90 per-

A coalition of activist goups, ARF
organized a slate of candidates to run
against former Local President Joe

cent of their normal business.
But Zim’s restaurants have managed

Bellardi’s

to stay afloat. Their estimated $5
million in property investments has

Even with
seen them through so
this tidy purse. Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service official Dorothy
Christiansen admits that “the major
far.

issue continues to be

get

economic

Zim’s demand to

relief in the

form of a

reduction of wage levels, health,
welfare or pension contributions,
below industry standards.’’
Most recently, the negotiations be-

tween Zim’s and Local 2 have broken
down. The union is ready to settle
whenever Zim’s offers a contract
equivalent in its provisions to the
contract signed a year ago with
the rest of San Francisco’s restaurants.
The negotiating team is also seeking

GGRA

compliance with the

NLRB

rulings

against Zim’s, including the one which
makes Zim’s withdrawals from the

GGRA illegal.
ARF

Combats Union Autocrats,

Struggle for Democracy
When negotiations do resume, the
culinary workers will have another pro-

blem to contend with— in the form of a
new union leader. Vincent J. Sirabella,
head of the New Haven, Connecticut
Labor Council and V.P. of the Con-

AFL-CIO,

function as
trustee of Local 2 of the Hotel and
Restaurant Employees and Bartenders
Union. Under union regulations, the
International leadership can impose a
trusteeship “if the business of the
union is not being conducted.’’
necticut

will

Because of this clause, Sirabella now
has been given complete power in the

months and has the option
of renewing his rule every 18 months.
In the meantime, he can hire and fire
the local’s officials. Already, he has
local for 18

cancelled

membership meetings.

within the union see
the imposition of a trusteeship as a
counterattack by the union bureaucracy against the Alliance of Rank and
File. Even Randolph Hearst’s Chronicle reported, “Regular officers and by-

have

laws

filers

been

suspended

and

Sirabella has been vested with autocratic powers.’’

An ARF member was

more

to the point: “It’s like martial
law within the union.’’

The

(ARF) won

the union elections last April. “The
Zim’s strike is a victory for the rank
and file movement,’’ one waitress and

of

fundamental necessltites
union democracy.’’

down

Rank and

wages!’’

including

outlets,

dogs, not fat cats.’ We ran as workers
first and foremost, not career-minded
officials. Our program represented the

officers

who have been suspend-

ed happened to be the

ARF

members

As

the now-

back
suspended resident, David McDonald,
explained in May: “I was elected to office because I represented the most oppressed and militant sectors of the

elected

hotel
I

in April.

and restaurant

mean low-paid

industry.

workers,

By that,
women,

minority people and gays... Throughout the campaign we in the Alliance of
Rank and File called ourselves ‘watch-

LIBERA TION News Service

union machine

program
establishment of an
elections.

Its

in last April’s

the

for

calls

shop

elected

steward system, elected business reps, a
reduction of union officials’ salaries to
the level of sous-chef, new practices to

end discrimination in hiring and promotion, and contracts printed in four
languages so they could be understood
by English, Spanish, Chinese and
Tagalog (Filipino)-speaking workers.

ARF

The

slate

was successful

McDonald and some

electing

in

executive

but the Bellardi forces rea majority on the executive

officers,

tained

board. An intense power struggle
followed. The Bellardi forces disrupted
meetings with goon squads. Meetings
were often adjourned as quickly as
eight minutes after they began. “The
union was being torn up,’’ and an

unemployed waitress

told

LNS, “No

minutes were read for months.’’
Unfortunately, there is another fly in
the oatmeal. McDonald’s loyalty to the
rank and file program is in question.
He reduced his salary, but not to souschef’s level, and has not pushed to implement key demands like the shop
steward system. An ARF member
called

him “a

real disappointment.’’

“Everything happened so quickly
and people are confused,’’ ARF officials told

LNS. One

thing is clear and
wanted the trustee
As a rank and filer said,

that’s that Bellardi

come in.
“Whenever

to

there’s a progressive elec-

way

tion, trusteeship’s a threat,’’ a

re-assert control. Strikers
lines are taking

a wait-and-see attitude.

At first it was thought that
would sell out the local
negotiating

to

on the picket

table.

Sirabella
at

the

Zimmerman was

quoted in the Chronicle as saying: “He
seems very professional. We could
have made a deal several weeks ago if
the union had had somebody who had
experience and authority.”
But ARF officials point out that
Sirabella is shrewd: “He’s seen the
picket lines. He’s seen that it’s a good
strong strike. All the shops are excited

about it.” Besides, two rank and file
workers and two ARF members are
always at the negotiating table with the
trustee. It will be hard for the International to settle for less than the GGRA
contract even if it wanted to.
The 17,000 workers of Local 2 will
also judge the trustee on how soon he
calls elections.

The

feeling

that if

is

Sirabella holds fair elections within a

and

the
bad.
unionist at the Local’s headquarters
warns, however, “I don’t think there’ll
be elections for a long time.”
In spite of McDonald’s wavering
support, ARF has achieved some

year

settles

the

strike,

trusteeship won’t have been

all

A

notable successes in its brief tenure.
The fact that the Local sponsored the
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Zim’s strike

at all

ARF

an

is

Shop stewards were

victory.

installed in

shops; the union newspaper

is

many

printed

workers can
follow union activities; and an antiBriggs committee was set up which
helped sponsor the Statewide Workers
Conference Against Prop 6 in early
September. The word on the picket
in four languages so all

lines

that

is

“We’ll vote

when

ARF

elections are held,

back

in.

We’d

never

pact on the standard of living of the
masses. According to the Jamaican
newspaper, the Daily Gleaner “For
the mass of people who earn $20 to $60

a week a massive increase in prices will
completely change their lifestyle. Most
factory workers and school children
will have to get into the habit of walking again, because with three children
at school, no working class family can
afford $9 a week for bus fares alone.”

The

vote Bellardi in again.’’

IMF’s

multi-million

dollar

union democracy in
Local 2 is an uphill one for dishwashers, cooks and waitresses, just as
it is for the miners in the
and
the steelworkers in the USWA. While

package

the fight continues,

creases of between 30

and 80 percent

on

could

The

battle for

UMWA

enemy

primary

it’s

clear that the

union-busting
employers like the Zimmermans. While
pickets are subsisting on $50 a week
strike benefits, ARF cautions, “the
number one thing is to win the strike at
is

Zim’s; the struggle with the trusteeship
will have to wait
’

.

’

unlikely to help
Jamaica’s unemployed, nearly 30 percent of the workforce. According to
the conservative Jamaica Manufacis

Association,

turers

recent

commodities

all

jump

price

in-

IMF

By Sherry Keith
Liberation News Service

NEW YORK (NACLA/LNS)— In
most recent

the

between proJamaica and their

battle

gressive forces in

government,

tial

items;

wage

restraints; taxation to

boost government revenue.
Hardest hit by the IMF’s bludgeon
will

be

peasants.

Jamaican workers and
With the inflation rate ex-

pected to reach 30 to 40 percent this
year, the relaxation of government
price controls on basic foodstuffs will
mean skyrocketing prices. The price of
chicken has already jumped by 54 percent,

and cooking

sugar and flour have

oil,

bread, milk,

The
on gasoline, cigarettes and liquor to augment government revenues
will fall heaviest on low-income peo-

new

all

increased.

tax

ple.

The People Pay
The IMF’s insistence on a 15 percent
ceiling on annual wage increases over
the next two years combined with
lifting of price controls and runaway

—

inflation— will have a disastrous im-
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The new IMF agreement puts an end

influencing future government
policies, which are increasingly determined by the dictates of the international capitalist community.
Two possible future scenarios were
described by Jamaican political
economist George Beckford in a recent
interview. Either Manley will step

downs

a time when strikes and shut-

are at an all-time high.

unemployed poor which had won the
Manley government its progressive
reputation. The special government
programs which provided jobs to the
unemployed, the land-lease project
which provided low-rent land to
peasants, the literacy program for
political education of the masses, and
the land reform program will all be cut
back severely in the coming year’s

both foreign and local

Jamaican

outstanding debts.

especially threatening to business interests at

once again stepped into the arena to
deliver' what may be a final knock-out
blow to “democratic socialism’’ on the
island. After suspending an earlier loan
agreement with the Manley government last December, the IMF agreed in
May to extend Jamaica a new loan for
$240 million.

The

the stand-by loan

would be neither money for
essential food imports, nor to pay
there

to both the substance

in

budget.

however, has once again paid a heavy
price in accepting the IMF’s draconian
conditions which include: a 30 percent
devaluation of the Jamaican dollar, the
fourth in a year and a half; balancing
of the government budget; relaxation
of government price controls on essen-

come through with

unemployment if a
drop in workers’ buying power triggers
an economic slowdown. This would be
serious

and international opponents, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF)

local

his ministerial post in the

IMF.
The suspension precipitated a new
balance of payments crisis by early
spring of ’78. And in May, when
Jamaica re-opened negotiations with
the IMF, the Manley government was
on shaky ground. The country had less
than one month’s foreign exchange
reserves on hand. If the IMF did not

mean a

Balancing of the government budget
will mean a cutback in the programs
benefitting Jamaica’s working and

Jamaica: Caving in to the

PNP, from

government. When Jamaica narrowly
failed to meet the economic standards
required by the IMF, the loan agreement was unilaterally suspended by the

down

in the next few

months— as

the

wing

opposition Jamaican
Labour Party (JLP) is demanding— and be replaced by a more

right

“liberal”

member of

the

PNP.

In this

and its allies could be expected to step up loans needed to sustain Jamaica (since the IMF loan
case, the U.S.

covers less than one-third of the $800

Beneficiaries of the
limitation

on wage

IMF package are
capitalists.

The

increases will help

to raise employers’ profits significant-

And

devaluation

of the
Jamaican dollar, combined with the
elimination of a dual exchange which
penalizes the nationals, means a windfall gain for the U.S. -owned bauxite
companies, who buy bauxite from their
Jamaican subsidiaries in U.S. dollars.
In another move that pleased the
bauxite companies, the Jamaican
government rolled back the bauxite
levy from 8 to IVi percent, and
dropped the minimum production
quota for some companies. Jamaican
merchants will also benefit from the
dismantling of the State Trading Corly.

and illusions of
democratic socialism in Jamaica. The
left wing of the PNP has little hope of

the

poration, which was established by the
People’s National Party (PNP) government to remove control over the
foreign trade from the merchant class.

to $900 million the country needs to

cover its deficit). This would effectivebring Jamaica squarely back into the

ly

international capitalist camp, tighten

North

American

control

of

the

economy, and shift the balance of
forces in Jamaica to the right.
Alternatively, if Manley tries to
finish out his term of office, he is
bound, according to Beckford, to be
faced with an upsurge of popular
protests by the masses, unable to sustain
the burden of IMF-imposed starvation.
This situation could bring the ultraright PNP to power, possibly in coalition with the JLP, and with the support of right-wing paramilitary forces.
The Jamaicah left has roundly denounced the IMF agreement, adding to
the precarious situation of the Manley
government. And the JLP has taken
advantage of Manley’s weakened posi-

denounce the agreement as a
of the working class by the
PNP and socialism.
Whether Manley goes or stays, prospects for the immediate future look
gloomy for Jamaica’s poor and worktion to

sell-out

Manley’s About Face

As

recently as January 1977, in the
face of international efforts to
destabilize his government. Prime

Minister Manley defiantly rejected the
terms of an IMF loan, declaring that

Jamaica was “not for sale.” But five
months later, under pressure from the
country’s mounting foreign exchange
deficit, Manley opted for the IMF solution, accepting the austerity program
that went along with the Fund’s support.

The progressive tone of the Manley
government came to a

definitive halt,

with the 1977 resignation of D.K. Duncan, a leader of the left wing of the

LIBERA TION News Service

The tightening of the IMF
noose has not only worsened the
economic crisis in Jamaica, but also
augers the end of this experiment in
“democratic socialism.” As Beckford
sums up the recent Jamaican experi-

ing class.

ment and the IMF’s

role:

“The IMF

is

contemporary U.S. marines.
The U.S. no longer has to land troops
really the

in these countries (Jamaica, Chile,
Portugal, etc.) to keep them hooked on
the capitalist system. The IMF is going
to do it for them.”
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“The company [N&W] asked
restraining order,

Back-to-Work Order
Temporarily Brakes Rail Strike

NEW YORK (LNS)— A strike by the
Brotherhood of Railway and Airline
Clerks (BRAC), which virtually shut
down

the nation’s

rail

transportion

system in late September, has been
temporarily halted by a U.S. District
Court ‘back-to-work’ order.
The strike began as a local dispute at
Virginia-based Norfolk & Western

for a

and then the govern-

ment came in and said they thought it
would be a good idea,’’ Goodfader
told LNS. “So Robinson ordered
everyone back to work. But, he said
there could be no reprisals— in other
words, anyone who had a job on July
9, the day before the strike, has a job
now. The union has asked for that— no
reprisals— so that was a big victory for

chants out of their city to Chicago,
where local activists are mount-

for a settlement. Earlier in the year
during the militant miners strike.

and not clerical.
“Because of automation and job
reclassification, 4,000 jobs have been
affected in the last few years. Half
have already been lost and half are
threatened. That’s

why

this strike is

such a big thing,’’ explained

BRAC

spokesperson A1 Goodfader to LNS.
In late September, the strike spread
first to 40 other railroads that exchanged cars or had other interchanges with
N&W, and then to 33 more. All were
involved in the “mutual aid pact,’’ an
agreement which had allowed rail companies to dole out close to $800,000
to help keep the railway
daily to
running. The pact was created as the

N&W

largesse

paid

administrators and specially-trained
personnel to operate over 25 percent of

—

strumental

Would

the

strike

after Detroit

began production of its 1979 models,
many manufactured parts were in short
supply at the assembly plants. The auto
giants had already slowed down production. Ford, for example, threatened
federal officials that if the rail dispute

force a
miners.

various

anti-war

residents

ing similar organizing efforts. Meanwhile, a large protest is planned for the
three-day Convention of the Association of the U.S. Army in Washington,

D.C. on October 16.
As Defense Marketing Service promises, “...the major market place for
the defense industry will be Defense
Technology ’79 [in Chicago]... the only
gathering where a broad range of hardware and software will be assembled to
be examined, analyzed and discussed
by decision making, technical experts
and military government officers.”

Anyone

for a

For

sure, though, that if
goes ahead with its worker layoff scheme, they will have to deal with
another national railroad strike.

Protests Planned at

new flamethrower?
* « *

emergency board be any

One can be

more

information,

contact

Mobilization for Survival at 5539 West
Pico Blvd„ Los Angeles, CA 90019;
343 South Dearborn, Chicago, IL
60604; 1213 Race Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19107; or 318 Mass. Ave.. N.E.,
Washington, D.C.20002).

Arms

Bazaar Expositions Nationwide

NEW YORK

(LNS)— Interested

the lastest in electronic

buying
equipment?

more

You can

find

in

warfare

this

and

(See related stories

and graphics on

Rhodesia)

at military electronics expositions

Washington, D.C., October 16,
Anaheim, California, November
14-16, and Chicago, February 18-21.
“New Army’’ rhetoric notwith*-

on

Because

this

to

on the

N&W

court order was imposed.
Rail transportation is one of the
chief ways major U.S. auto makers
transport parts, raw materials and
cars.

trying

different?

in

came only one month

in

contract

regressive

the line.
The picket lines, honored by 300,000
of the nation’s 500,000 railroad
workers, were just beginning to have a
crippling effect on industry, when the

assembled

is

pointees— West Virginia Governor
John D. “Jay’’ Rockefeller, former
Pentagon and CIA spook and now
energy czar, James Schlesinger, and
W. Dewey Presley, a Dallas
banker came from the same government and business circles that were in-

precautionary measure to
aid railroad companies threatened by

The corporate

three-person

a

Carter promised miners a similar commission to study the problems in the
coal fields. Typically, Carter’s ap-

industry’s
strikes.

military

emergency
supposed to consider the
dispute and make recommendations

December 1977.
The 4,600 clerks who handle baggage and do clerical and some ad-

are supervisory

and

American Friends Service Committee
and the International League for Peace
and Freedom forced the arms mer-

board that

trying to take jobs out of the bargaining unit by claiming that certain jobs

political

But for at least the next 30 days
railroad clerks cannot strike, which is
no victory at all. Meanwhile Carter appointed

work, were protesting
plans to computerize
thousands of their jobs out of existence. Also, the company has been

on current

concerns prepared by Pentagon and
U.S. Defense Department strategists.
Despite provisions by military executives to isolate some conventions,

us.’’

been working without a contract since

company

tures

activists and local
have banded together to
block these proposed arms bazaars.
This was the case in Miami, Florida
when outraged groups such as the

(N&W) by BRAC members who had

ministrative

exhibit will, however, admit the interested public to hear lec-

Washington

standing,

you

will see the

U.S. Churdi Hires Green Beret
for Rhodesia: **We WiU
Shoot the Bastards on Sight.”

same goings-

NEW

targetting

YORK (LNS)— It seems that
Rev. Paul Lindstrom, a right-wing activist who heads the Church of Christian Liberty, has a real knack for the
good ’ol days of manifest destiny; In
mid-September, Lindstrom hired a
former Green Beret, Giles Pace, to
head a mercenary expedition force to
help set up armed stations along border

systems.
Military manufacturers are so eager
to sell their wares that at some conven-

areas in Rhodesia to fight guerrillas.
According to the Rhodesia Herald,
Lindstrom wants the project to be

buyers can negotiate purchase

at these conventions as in the con-

ventions held during Vietnam War
days; Scantily clad women will hand
out corporate medallians and steer
Pentagon officers, defense contractors
and the representatives of foreign dictators to displays featuring

models of

missile guidance

radar and

sonar

bomb and

systems,
artillery

wasn’t settled immediately, it would
lay off 100,000 workers. In addition,
food shipments had been cut in half
and coal shipments were at one third

tions,

Domestic arms spending and export

“like the days of the Wild West in
which all the mission staff would have
both a Bible and a gun.”
Boasted Pace, who was the first of

the normal rate.

sales will reach record levels in fiscal

the

1979. These non-nuclear weapons continue to be the biggest growth industry
in the U.S. and account for 90 percent

Rhodesia,

“We

are determined not to allow
this strike to cripple our nation’s
economy,’’ said Labor Secretary Ray
Marshall. So, before any major layoffs

could take place. Judge Aubrey Robinson of the U.S. District Court imposed
a temporary injunction after President
Carter announced a back-to-work

mm

Such ag-

gressive sales strategies have paid off;

of world military spending.
In case anyone might find these
Strangeiovian exhibits disconcerting,
military industrialists will keep certain
exhibits closed to the public. In fact,
some even require visitors to have a

“secret”

order.

Pages

orders right on the spot.

security

clearance.

The

LIBERA TION News Service

300-man

force

“We

see

to arrive
ourselves

in

as

crusaders.” Still, Pace made no bones
about the “crusaders” aims; “We are
not interested in dialogue or detente;
we will shoot the bastards on sight.”
And if Pace and his mercenary force
can’t shoot the bastards” they feel
prepared to offer help in other ways,
“even if it is only on fencing alarms

and security.”
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more...

more

“the

packets #862 and #892 for
background information on this bilL)

(See

want

militant

service

own union and do

their

to join with the

people
not want

AFGE.”

Citizen Soldier (a G.I. rights organiza-

the

tion),

NEW YORK (LNS)— Racial and sex
open KKK activities,
petty harassment, exemption from civil
trials for enlistees, and physical abuse
are just a few of the reasons for
discrimination,

unionizing the U.S. armed forces.
The U.S. government obviously
thinks otherwise. On September 26, the
House passed Senate-approved bill
S.274 which explicity outlaws union
organizing within the U.S. military.
The language of the bill is vague
enough to prohibit any organized efforts to improve conditions within the

Enlisted

People’s

Rights

Organization, ACLU, National
Lawyers Guild, the Friends Committee
on National Legislation, and other

and

(See packets 925, 926, 927, 928,

929 for background information,)
in U.S.

^

Congress Blame ^Communist
Elements’’ for Nicaragua’s Woes
by Rafael Molinero

eight congresspeople fired off a letter

against U.S. involvement in another

to President Carter in late

war. Opponents of the bill point out
that this form of resistance is an important check on American militarism.

asking that he take “immediate steps
to correct the misguided application of
[his] policies by the State Department”

Should the

legislation

become

law, this

be eliminated.
The concern we bring to this is the
right of servicemen [and women] to
organize their opinion of American action,” Jon Landau of the Central
Committee for Conscientious Objectors told LNS. “In the past [such] dissent has been an invaluable tool.” For
example, dissent within the military
played a crucial role in aiding the antirestraint will

war movement.
If signed by President Carter, the

bill

not only prohibit labor organizing
in the military, but threaten the current
union status of non-military employees
of the national Guard and armed
forces reserved units. Some 14,000
civilian technicians would be forced to
will

drop

their

union

affiliation.

The S.274 legislation, introduced by
Senators Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.)
and John Stennis (D-Miss.) might run
into several constitutional roadblocks
and be possibly overturned in the
courts. ACLU lawyers observe that the
bill violates First

Amendment

rights to

September

on the Nicaragua issue and urged him
“demonstrate the support of the
United States Government for. .President Somoza.”
Laying claim to “irrefutable
evidence” which they fail to elaborate,
to

.

such right-wing congresspeople as
Larry P. McDonald, John M. Murphy,
G.V. (Sonny) Montgomery, Ralph H.
Metcalfe, Marjorie S. Holt, Mario
Biaggi and Henry J. Hyde blamed “the
campaign of violence, urban terrorism,
and near civil war” in Nicaragua on a
group of Havana and Moscow-trained
Marxist revolutionaries.
Since the present strife began with
the Sandinista takeover of the
Nicaraguan National Palace in late
August, the Sandinistas have disclaimed ties to any foreign government. Said
Commander “Zero,” one of the Sandinista leaders, after the attack,

“We

don’t need other governments telling
us what to do.”
The letter also implies that U.S.
reluctance to intervene militarily in
Nicaraguan affairs is forcing some sec-

organize around economic and social
aims. Furthermore, some government
(public) employees, such as police,
have had their right to organize
recognized in several court decisions.

tors to collaborate with the

Ironically, the Defense Department
has joined in lobbying against the bill,
because a broad court ruling might
jeopardize its own regulations stifling
military organizing. These include bans

military,

on strikes, work stoppages, slowdowns
and
“coercive picketing”— an apparent response to an announcement
last year by the American Federation
of Government Employees (AFGE) to
unionize armed forces workers.
“There was a great deal of support
mounting about a year ago when the
AFGE wanted to consider organizing
the military,”
explained Landau.
“Since the bill was introduced, though,
AFGE has backed off.” This should

and industry. They
mention the country’s high
rate of illiteracy and unemployment
caused by 44 years of unpopular,
U.S. -backed Somoza family rule.
Meanwhile, the Nicaraguan Government Information Service reported “a
massive shortwave offensive [being]
beamed at the people of Nicaragua by
Radio Havana.” This “call for insurrection” allegedly originating in
Panama, is then “re-transmitted on a
massive scale over all the shortwave
channels of Radio Havana.” Accord-

not be taken as a discouraging sign.
Landau was quick to point out that
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(See graphics. See also packets 881 and
898 for more detailed information on

S1437,)

soldiers to speak out or demonstrate

illegal

(Rafael Molinero is a photo-journalist
living in Washington, D,C, See this
week*s graphics packet for a page of
his photos taken while in Nicaragua
earlier this year,)

Somoza Supporters

WASHINGTON (LNS)— Seventy-

it

nor denied these reports.
«

for

would make

.

Department have neither confirmed

groups.

military.

S.274

“declaring war on U.S. im.and the dictatorship of
Anastasio Somoza.”
Though right-wing Congresspeople
are disgruntled at the low profile the
U.S. has sought to play, spokespersons
for the White House and the State
are

perialism.

Opponents of the bill have formed
an anti-S.274 coalition which includes

BUI Passed by House
Ouflawing MOitary Union

ing to these reports, the transmissions

“Marxist

NEW YORK

(LNS)— Perhaps

you’ve been wondering what’s been
happening with S.1437, the Senate’s
“born-again” version of the repressive
S.l law that progressive forces have
been fighting since the Nixon-Mitchell
days. If so, the answer is something
good: on October 4, the House
Judiciary Committee issued a state-

ment

in

which

members unanimousbill. The message
that with virtually no

its

Senate

ly rejected the

was, in effect,
grass roots support and wide and vocal
grass roots opposition, the omnibus
bill

clearly

is

something for which

they’re unwilling to risk their political

necks.

What next for the bill? According to
Charlie Scheiner in the September 28
issue of Win magazine, the House itself
has written up a mild alternative to
5.1437. The feared effect of that, says
Scheiner, would be “a compromise

between an innocuous House bill and a
monstrous Senate one,” or something
“half-monstruous.” But the strong rejection of S.1437 by the House Committee,

according

to

ACLU

lawyer

John Shattuck in Washington, D.C.,
makes it less likely than it was that the
Senate

bill

will

be

S.l

and

a

negotiating

position.”

revolutionaries.”

Nowhere do they refer to the causes
of the present unrest a skyrocketing
inflation
rate,
corruption in the

—

the

S1437: Organized Opposition
Puts Damper on Bill

exploitation

of

In

theory

its

step-child,

5.1437, sound defensible enough: an
effort, as Shattuck described the rationale, to reorganize

and

rationalize

Nicaragua’s labor force by U.S. -based

the federal criminal laws strewn be-

Somoza’s

tween some 50 and 60 volumes. But
S.1437, sponsored by Senator Ted
Kennedy and supported by the Carter
Administration, contains broad provisions which threaten union members,

multinationals

and

monolithic control over not only
Nicaragua’s political life but its
agriculture, fishing

also fail to
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labor organizers, protesters against the
government, even innocent bystanders.

The House committee’s rejection of
S.1437 should be regarded as a victory for those who organized opposition to the bill— though not as a signal
to ignore what happens to it. For just
as S.l gave birth to a still-dangerous
S.1437, new versions of the legislation
are sure to surface in Congress and will
have to be countered with continued
pressure.
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more,..

Pornography: Obscene Profits
at Women’s Expense

some soft core gay men’s magazines,
and Playgirl plugs along with its month
ly male nude centerfold, but these are a

offering “protection” (from its own
harassment and the police) in exchange

decided minority in the field of soft

From

core.

Growth of
we've tried averting our
where to these days?
eyes but
Billboards, marquees, and massage
parlor ads are omni-present. In the act
of buying a paper at my corner news
stand, I am surrounded with material
contemptuous of my womanhood. My
rhetoric may pronounce such material
sexist propaganda"; my nausea rises
in simple humiliation. It hurts... Pornography consists no longer (if it ever
did) of seedy entrepreneurs slobbering
along society's lunatic fringe. It's a
major industry... and it's aiming for
'*So

—

respectability.

— Robin Morgan,

New York

Times, 3/24/1^

BOSTON,

Mass. (Dollars and
Sense/LNS)— Pornography is a major
Industry, but

is

also a very elusive one.

Despite its increasing visibility, few
people know where it all comes from.
There is only a vague sense that it is on
the increase and tremendously profitable.

One way
into

its

on the

to get a handle

dustry as a whole

to break

is

hard and soft core

it

in-

down

varieties.

Playboy

core
newsstands
bined with
made it a
soft

dealers.

the Sex Industry

gets credit for first bringing

major
in 1953. Its high sales coma high cover price soon
profitable item for news

pornography

By

the

to

mid- 1 960’ s

Hugh

Hefner’s brainchild was number one in
magazine retail profitability in the U.S.
The idea was catchy, and even by the
late 1950’s Playboy had about 40 imitators.

Today

there are closer to 100,

with names like Swank, Beaver, Club
and Nugget, dinA competiChic,
namely from Penthouse has
tion
knocked Playboy into second place.

—

—

Six of the ten

most profitable news

stand monthlies are now “male entertainment” magazines.
Feature length soft and hard core
pornographic films have also increased
in number. The Adult Film Association told the Wall Street Journal that
100 feature length porno films were
shot in the U.S. in 1977, almost twice
the number made five years ago. The
Association claims that in 1977 weekly
box office gross of these films was
estimated at $3.5 million— almost a
tenth of the gross of all other movies

Hard core pornography has in the past
ten years become a heavily centralized,

shown in the U.S.
Hard core materials

multi-million dollar enterprise primari-

were often produced by pimps as a side
business venture. The market was
localized because interstate distribution was risky and because a nationwide set-up would have taken a lot of
capital and organization. But by the

ly

engaged

in

and

producing

hundreds of magazines,
newspapers, books, peep shows, and
distributing

films, with a highly profitable spinoff
mail order business dealing in “marital
aids.” Hard core is explicit; it depicts
sexual intercourse in every possible
configuration with every imaginable

partner and species. It also features
heavy doses of violence even torture

— which

—

is

almost always directed

women and children.
Ownership of this part of the industry is dominated today by organiz-

towards

ed crime

— businesspeople

who

invest

hard core
pornography is usually sold through
“generic”
in
or
mail
the
find Dog
won’t
You
establishments.
Fuck in your local supermarket.
Soft core pornography is also a
in illegal enterprises. Finally,

multi-million dollar business, and

it

in the

1950’s

Playboy and imitators had
become a predictable sight on the
newsstands, hard core porn had also
begun to grow dramatically. Between
1960 and 1970, for instance, 55
bookstores and 16 theaters opened in
New York City.
“Most people, when you talk about
porno, still visualize some guy in his
garage with an old mimeo machine turning out some nasty drawings,” a
retired FBI agent who worked the pornography detail for 30 years told D&S.
“They just connot visulaize how

time

sophisticated the industry is, how large
it is, how much distribution there is.”

in-

cludes mass market magazines and

The magazines,
Penthouse, and
Gallery, are nationally distributed with
the likes of Times and Newsweek', they
feature-length films.

such

Playboy,

as

carry “straight” advertising; and you
will find them at your local supermarket, though their covers may be

obscured by paper wrapping.
Soft core’s contents avoid the legally

“obscene” category. Open them up
and you’ll find glossy photos of nude

women

in various spread-leg position

among

short
Soft core
doesn’t reach the extremes of violence
that distinguish its hard core counterparts, but its brand of sexism has par-

sprinkled
stories,

in

and

ticularly high visibility.
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articles,

interviews.

There are also

(mo)

Organized Crime Steps In
Unearthing information about the
hard core industry is very difficult, and
the FBI was the only source D&S could
find that had followed the industry’s
development over the years on a national

level.

The FBI

attributes

the

rapid growth of hard core to organized
crime, and though it certainly has an
interest in emphasizing “the mob” as a
justification for its own importance,
much of its information was cor-

roborated.
In the mid-1960’s, organized crime
first recognized the enormous profit
potential of pornography, according to
the FBI. It began “investing” in the
Times Square bookstore business by
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for

20%

of the bookstores’ gross

moved

sales.

mass production of film footage, books,
magazines, and sex aids, and into the
development of a national distribution
there they

system.
In California, where

into

much

of the na-

pornography is produced, the
estimates that porn book

tion’s

FBI

publishing alone brings in $5 million.
average hard core bookstore
displays hundreds of $5-10 magazines,

An

and books plus sex paraphernalia such
as $30 life size talking plastic dolls
(“Every word you ever wanted a
woman to say to you will at last be
yours,” says the promo, “and the most
wonderful thing

is

she

only

‘talks’

when you tell her to.” Peep shows can
gross more than $10,000 a year and
most bookstores have several
machines.
The hard core industry has three

Parliament

giants:

News

Los

in

Angeles, headed by Milton Luros,
Sovereign News in Cleveland, headed
by Reuben Sturman, and Peachtree
Enterprises, run by Mike Thevis in
Atlanta. Each of the three covers a difpart

ferent

of

country,

the

together, they essentially control

and
some

400 smaller companies.
“We don’t think an independent
person could just go into the Combat
Zone and open a business,” concurred
a Boston Vice Squad detective. “Certain groups have certain areas laid out
as their territory.”

Wherever they are, the hard core
manufacturers are ever-creative in
dodging investigation. The Broadway
Association, a business group that
fights pornography in the Times Square
theater district reports that “certain
to crop up but they
almost totally inaccessible; you
cannot get them on the phone, they do
not respond, and they hide behind

names always seem
are

dummy

corporations.”

businessmen

also

make

These
use

of

elaborate sub-leasing systems that will
literally

go into 20 sub sub subs.

Respectability and “the

Some
tremes

Mainstream”

people interpret the recent exof porn especially “kiddie

—

porn” and the “Snuff” films that
depict the torture and mutilation of

women, as part of a backlash against
Another
the women’s movement.
is that the inclusion of what was
once “shocking” material in today’s
mainstream films, magazines, and TV
has simply pushed pornographers to
new extremes of exploitation in order
to maintain drawing power.
Things are getting more extreme.

theory

One

researcher at Florida State Univerhas been analyzing sex pulp
novels since 1978 reports that rape
sity

who

now occur twice as often as they
did ten years ago, and the fictional
women are enjoying it more. “The
subtheme is that the female really does
want to be subjugated; no matter how
scenes

much

she says no, go ahead and do

anyway because

she’ll
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it

be grateful to

more...

you afterwards.”

nography do so while rejecting censor-

Of course another subtheme holds
that women who don’t enjoy it are fun

share the
impulse behind them, I think these appeals for an official crackdown are
mistaken and dangerous,” writes Ellen
Willis in the Columbia Journalism
Review, “Pornography is a threat to
women, but... feminists who support
censorship are offering the state a

too. In one pornographic film a bike
gang breaks into a church during a first
communion service and rapes six little
girls; a story in the newspaper Kinky
Foxes describes the elaborate torture of
a woman using enemas.
These extremes aside, much of porn
does seem to be entering the
“mainstream of American life,” as
Screw magazine editor A1 Goldstein

In March of this year a wellknown crime figure openly became the
says.

owner of two Manhattan buildings

us-

ed for sex industry establishments. One
“organized crime expert” quoted by

New

commented,
“Zaffarano may not care anymore
about being up front because pornography no longer has a bad image it’s profitable and respectable. If
the

York

Times

—

the

public

accepts

it

then the

mob

won’t have any inhibitions about openly

making a profit from it.”
The respectability of porn may

really

have begun with Hugh Hefner, who introduced Playboy to offer “status,
romance, and girls all that a guy
works for in our society.” Within a
decade the $50 million Playboy “empire” owned dozens of clubs all over
the world and had produced movies,
books, records, several magazines, jazz
festivals and a syndicated TV show.
Like its newer competitors. Playboy
has been able to attract big advertisers
because of an affluent, consumptionoriented male readership. And now,
with their market secured, these
magazines go to great lengths to
distinguish themselves from their hard
core brethren. “Playboy’s sensuality is
joyous and sunlit,” says the PR

—

department. “Those who prefer to
view life more darkly and through a
key hole can fill their needs in other

ship as a strategy.

weapon

“Though

I

that will inevitably be used

against us.”

Direct political action

Women

favored.

is

most often

picketing in several

succeeded in stopping “Snuff,” a
it included
footage of a woman actually being
mutilated. In Manhattan, the west side
community of Chelsea picketed to protest the transformation of a favorite
local theater into a porn theater.
Women Against Violence Against
Women (WAVAW) has sponsored
numerous protests including one
against a poster depicting a battered
woman saying, “I’m Black and Blue
From the Rolling Stones and I Love
It.”
s tactics include spray
cities

film

which advertised that

WAVAW’

painting signs, picketing, and writing
protest letters to promoters.

They

are

organizing a boycott of
Brothers, Electra, and Atlantic

currently

Warner

record labels which produce album
covers showing women being gangraped, chained and beaten.
Women Against Violence Against

Women

also

considers

itself

a con-

sumer action group. As Todd Gitlin
maintains in an essay on pornography
in the film magazine Cineaste, “This is
the general theme of the society of
disposables: sex... is a

commodity

to be

turned in for next year’s brand new

model.”

(See photo)

packets 917 and
background information.)

(See

921

for

5,000 Blacks Condemn
Racist
Policies

Larry Flynt agrees with this distinc“I started Hustler because
Playboy and Penthouse were copping
out. They got afraid to admit they were
tits’ n’ ass.”

Flynt,

who makes

over $15 million a year from Hustler,
Chic, Leasure Time sex accessories,

own

company,
supports the “backlash” theory: “I’m
in favor of the women’s movement.
It’s just that they take no responsibility
.Why do you think
for scaring men.
his

distributing

.

men

molest children? Because they’re

afraid of relating to liberated

women.”

Challenging the Pornography Trade
Flynt gained his own respectability
of sorts when, in response to his 1977
convicton in Cincinnati (on charges of
conspiracy and pandering obscenity), a
self-initiated
petition in his sup-

—

port headed “Larry Flynt: American
Dissident”
was signed by 89 writers,
editors,

women

—

and

publishers.

signed the petition.

Very

few

As Gloria

Steinem commented, “Flynt is not a
dissident in our culture. He’s a pillar of
it.”

But many feminists who attack por-

Pages

were:

an end to the 80% unemployment
and 40% for adults in the
Black communities;
•

for youth

• the resignation of Human Resources
Administrator Blanche Bernstein for
her “anti-Black and anti-poor
policies” in an agency where 75% of
people receiving service are Black and
Hispanic;
• a halt to the
neglect and then
destruction of public housing for the
poor, as well as destruction of Black
neighborhoods by bankers and land-

lords;
•

to reverse proposed or existing cut-

backs

in health services, childcare

and

services for the elderly;
•

to

end conditions of educational inewhere seven out of every 10

quality,

Black children entering New York City’s public schools never graduate from
high school.
What was Mayor Koch’s reaction to
the list of grievances posted on the
doors of City Hall? He admitted at a
press briefing after the demonstration
that there are “inequities with respect
to the Black community” and blamed
the inadequacy of federal funds. Yet,
earlier

summer Koch

this

testified

before Congress that 25 percent of the
jobs slated for the hardcore
unemployed in a Carter Administration public works proposal should be
eliminated.

The Mayor’s

disdainful

attitude,

however, has not affected the forward
direction of the BUF and the CityWide Coalition movement. Jitu Weusi,
director of The East, a Black alternative institution participating in the
Coalition, outlined plans to reverse the
rollback of the gains made by Blacks in
60’s.

For the month of October,
and BUF will sponsor

the Coalition

NYC

tion.

and

Among the demands issued by the
BUF and the City-Wide Coalition

the

places.”

selling

poor communities.

(mO)

NEW YORK
“mass
his

(LNS)— The

protest against

collective

call for

a

Mayor Koch and

programs of genocide

against Blacks and people of color in

meetings with hospital workers, other
union workers, students, and generally
concerned folks in order to organize
them around their demands. Additional demonstrations are planned, as
well as a mass protest march and rally
on November 6, Black Solidarity
Day.

New York

City” drew close to 5,000
Black people to a demonstration on
September 28 in front of City Hall.
Organized by the Black United Front
(BUF) and the City- Wide Coalition of
Black Organizations, the march and
rally reflect the broadening struggle
that
began in Brooklyn’s Crown
Heights Black community this summer. That protest stems from the
vicious stomping of a Black teenager
by a white vigilante group and the
police murder of a Black businessman
several

months ago.

The demonstrators

at City Hall ex-

pressed their anger over these unresolved cases and the Mayor’s complacency
in face of increasingly frequent racist
assaults on Blacks and Hispanics in the
city’s neighborhoods. Protesters also
demanded that the city stop neglecting
the economic and social service needs
of New York’s Black, Hispanic and
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Wesleyan

Clerical

Win

Workers

Contract

by Laura Kelber
Liberation

News

NEW HAVEN,

Service

CT. (LNS)— The

three- week long

workers

at

walkout of 150 clerical
Wesleyan University in

Middletown,

Connecticut

ended

September 26 with a victory:
clericals, mostly women, won the

the
right

to ratify a one-year contract.

Represented by the Office and ProEmployees International

fessional

Union (OPEIU),

the Wesleyan office
workers had been working without a

contract since they organized their independent union in 1974. In June, they
(continued on inside front cover)
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